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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have shown an increasing pop-
ularity of Massively Online Virtual Environ-
ments (MOVEs). A prime example of such an
application is the Massively Multiplayer On-
line Game (MMOG) World of Warcraft which
currently has over 10 million paying users. At
peak usage, over 500,000 players are online at
the same time, although spread across multi-
ple independent parallel instances of the virtual
world. Furthermore, do current trends indicate
that MOVEs are no longer restricted to games
but are finding their use in online communi-
ties and corporate environments, for example
virtual meeting rooms and the IBM Metaverse
project.
Due to this increasing demand for MOVEs,
we argue that there is a need for a generic ser-
vice hosting platform to support the increasing
demand for distributed online environments.
Current MMOG hosting infrastructures are fo-
cused on specific game implementations, lack
the flexibility to host multiple virtual worlds
and are often not capable of dynamic resource
usage optimization. Current Service Hosting
platforms focus on distributing parallel or in-
dependent service components to optimize the
load distribution. We propose the creation
of a platform geared toward service hosting
providers which is capable of hosting multiple
independent MOVEs and dynamic resource us-
age optimization.
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A successful hosting solution for MOVEs
will require support in both the MOVE-
application itself as the MOVE-hosting plat-
form. To enable fine grained load balancing
the virtual world can be divided into small parts
called microcells [1]. By dynamically reassign-
ing these microcells to different servers it is
possible to shift the load generated by a certain
cell from one server to another and as such per-
form load balancing. As such, virtual worlds
with a very uneven player distribution can still
be supported with a minimal set of resources.
Furthermore does this scalable approach allow
the creation of continuous virtual wolds where
the number of players does not need to be lim-
ited due to server capacity limits.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Traditional load balancing techniques typi-
cally redirect client requests to separate servers
running the same service, possibly with fail-
over and session replication to increase the ro-
bustness of the platform. These techniques
have already been applied to middleware plat-
forms to make this application independent [2].
This approach is not suitable for use with
MOVEs as it is geared toward parallel deploy-
ments of the same application with indepen-
dent non-interaction clients. The authors of [3]
do propose a method for dynamically relocat-
ing services at runtime. However, the services
are assumed to be atomic units which can be
replicated without any additional synchroniza-
tion or session management costs, nor do they
offer support for service to service communica-
tion.
The requirements of a MOVE-service host-
ing platform include both load balancing to op-
timize the Quality of Experience of the end
users and minimizing the required resources
and performing these actions at runtime with-
out human intervention.
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Figure 1. An example of cost and load parameters
used in the formal problem formulation and pos-
sible interactions between service components.
A middleware platform capable of auto-
nomic management requires the knowledge of
both the application and the available resources
as shown in Figure 1. Each application com-
ponent requires a given number of processing
cycles, consumes a given amount of memory,
generates given amount of network traffic etc.
However, these resources are only available in
limited amounts. We assume that the costs of
executing a given service or application compo-
nent, as well as the interactions between differ-
ent components can be sufficiently accurately
measured or estimated. This includes the num-
ber of invocations and the associated delays.
It is possible to generate an optimal solu-
tion for this problem using an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) approach. However this
is not scalable and only suitable to solve rel-
atively small problems. Therefor an optimiz-
ing heuristic has been developed to generate
possible solutions. This heuristic analyzes the
dependencies between services, the amount of
bandwidth required for the communication be-
tween services and any synchronization costs
that might be required to maintain a consis-
tent virtual world. These dependencies are as-
signed a weight which allow us to optimize the
deployment for minimal delay, minimal band-
width consumption, minimal required process-
ing power or a combination thereof. Choosing
the actual weights allows us to tune the heuris-
tic to the specific needs of a given MOVE.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced the concept of a
generic Service Hosting platform targeted to-
ward Massively Online Virtual Environments
or MOVEs. Such a platform makes it possible
to let third party providers efficiently host mul-
tiple MOVEs with the flexibility of dynamic re-
source allocation. This means it is no longer
necessary to provide a dedicated infrastructure
for every single MOVE capable of handling any
peak load.
A heuristic was developed to minimize the
resource usage and optimize the overall deploy-
ment on a minimal resource set. The heuristic
is validated using an Integer Linear Program-
ming solution and can be tuned to generate a
deployment targeted with specific requirements
such as a minimal delay experienced by the
end-user.
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